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You will submit problems 1,2,3,4 and problems 5,6,7,8 in separate stapled sets. Print and �ll outtwo opies of this sheet; attah a opy to the top of eah of the two parts of your homework.Indiate whih part is whih by irling the relevant problems [1,2,3,4 or 5,6,7,8℄ on the over sheet.On both opies of the over sheet, neatly print your name(s), NetID(s), and the alias(es) you usedfor Homework 0 in the boxes above.
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Well, he's surrounded by pai�sts who all want peae,They pray for it nightly that the blood shed must ease.Now, they wouldn't hurt a y. To hurt one they would weep.They lay and they wait for this bully to fall asleep.He's the neighborhood bully. { Neighborhood Bully, Bob Dylan.
Required Problems1. Flooding[10 Points℄Network ow issues ome up in dealing with natural disasters and other rises, sine majorunexpeted events often require the movement and evauation of large numbers of people ina short amount of time.Consider the following senario. Due to large-sale ooding in a region, paramedis haveidenti�ed a set of n injured people distributed aross the region who need to be rushed tohospitals. There are k hospitals in the region, and eah of the n people needs to be broughtto a hospital that is within a half-hour's driving time of their urrent loation (so di�erentpeople will have di�erent options for hospitals, depending on where they are right now).At the same time, one doesn't want to overload any one of the hospitals by sendingtoo many patients its way. The paramedis are in touh by ell phone, and they want toolletively work out whether they an hoose a hospital for eah of the injured people insuh a way that the load on the hospitals is balaned : Eah hospital reeives at most dn=kepeople.Give a polynomial-time algorithm that takes the given information about the people'sloations and determines whether this is possible.

2. Capaitation, yeh, yeh, yeh[10 Points℄Suppose you are given a direted graph G = (V;E), with a positive integer apaity e oneah edge e, a designated soure s 2 V , and a designated sink t 2 V . You are also given amaximum s-t ow in G, de�ned by a ow value fe on eah edge e. The ow ffeg is ayli:There is no yle in G on whih all edges arry positive ow.Now suppose we pik a spei� edge e� 2 E and redue its apaity by 1 unit. Show howto �nd a maximum ow in the resulting apaitated graph in time O(m+ n), where m is thenumber of edges in G and n is the number of nodes.
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3. Fast Friends[20 Points℄Your friends have written a very fast piee of maximum-ow ode based on repeatedly�nding augmenting paths as in the ourse leture notes. However, after you've looked ata bit of output from it, you realize that it's not always �nding a ow of maximum value.The bug turns out to be pretty easy to �nd; your friends hadn't really gotten into the wholebakward-edge thing when writing the ode, and so their implementation builds a variant ofthe residual graph that only inludes the forwards edges. In other words, it searhes for s-tpaths in a graph ~Gf onsisting only of edges of e for whih f(e) < e, and it terminates whenthere is no augmenting path onsisting entirely of suh edges. We'll all this the Forward-Edge-Only Algorithm. (Note that we do not try ot presribe how this algorithms hooses itsforward-edge paths; it may hoose them in any fashion it wants, provided that it terminatesonly when there are no forward-edge paths.)It's hard to onvine your friends they need to reimplement the ode. In addition to itsblazing speed, they laim, in fat, that it never returns a ow whose value is less than a �xedfration of optimal. Do you believe this? The rux of their laim an be made preise in thefollowing statement.\There is an absolute onstant b > 1 (independent of the partiular input ow network),so that on every instane of the Maximum-Flow Problem, the Forward-Edge-Only Algorithmis guaranteed to �nd a ow of value at least 1=b times the maximum-ow value (regardless ofhow it hooses its forward-edge paths).Deide whether you think this statement is true or false, and give a proof of either thestatement or its negation.

4. Even More Capaitation[10 Points℄In a standard s� t Maximum-Flow Problem, we assume edges have apaities, and thereis no limit on how muh ow is allowed to pass through a node. In this problem, we onsiderthe variant of the Maximum-Flow and Minimum-Cut problems with node apaities.Let G = (V;E) be a direted graph, with soure s 2 V , sink t 2 V , and nonnegative nodeapaities fv � 0g for eah v 2 V . Given a ow f in this graph, the ow through a node vis de�ned as f in(v). We say that a ow is feasible if it satis�es the usual ow-onservationonstraints and the node-apaity onstraints: f in(v) � v for all nodes.Give a polynomial-time algorithm to �nd an s-t maximum ow in suh a node-apaitatednetwork. De�ne an s-t ut for node-apaitated networks, and show that the analogue of theMax-Flow Min-Cut Theorem holds true. 3
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5. Matries[10 Points℄Let M be an n � n matrix with eah entry equal to either 0 or 1. Let mij denote theentry in row i and olumn j. A diagonal entry is one of the form mii for some i.Swapping rows i and j of the matrix M denotes the following ation: we swap the valuesmik and mjk for k = 1; 2; : : : ; n. Swapping two olumns is de�ned analogously.We say that M is rearrangeable if it is possible to swap some of the pairs of rows andsome of the pairs of olumns (in any sequene) so that, after all the swapping, all the diagonalentries of M are equal to 1.(a) [2 Points℄ Give an example of a matrix M that is not rearrangeable, but for whih atleast one entry in eah row and eah olumn is equal to 1.(b) [8 Points℄ Give a polynomial-time algorithm that determines whether a matrix M with0-1 entries is rearrangeable.

6. Unique Cut[10 Points℄Let G = (V;E) be a direted graph, with soure s 2 V , sink t 2 V , and nonnegativeedge apaities feg. Give a polynomial-time algorithm to deide whether G has a uniqueminimum s-t ut (i.e., an s-t of apaity stritly less than that of all other s-t uts).

7. Transitivity[10 Points℄Given a graph G = (V;E), and a natural number k, we an de�ne a relation G;k��! onpairs of verties of G as follows. If x; y 2 V , we say that x G;k��! y if there exist k mutuallyedge-disjoint paths from x to y in G.Is it true that for every G and every k � 0, the relation G;k��! is transitive? That is, isit always the ase that if x G;k��! y and y G;k��! z, then we have x G;k��! z? Give a proof or aounterexample. 4
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8. Census Rounding[20 Points℄You are onsulting for an environmental statistis �rm. They ollet statistis and publishthe olleted data in a book. The statistis are about populations of di�erent regions in theworld and are reorded in multiples of one million. Examples of suh statistis would looklike the following table.Country A B C Totalgrown-up men 11.998 9.083 2.919 24.000grown-up women 12.983 10.872 3.145 27.000hildren 1.019 2.045 0.936 4.000total 26.000 22.000 7.000 55.000We will assume here for simpliity that our data is suh that all row and olumn sums areintegers. The Census Rounding Problem is to round all data to integers without hangingany row or olumn sum. Eah frational number an be rounded either up or down. Forexample, a good rounding for our table data would be as follows.Country A B C Totalgrown-up men 11.000 10.000 3.000 24.000grown-up women 13.000 10.000 4.000 27.000hildren 1.000 2.000 0.000 4.000total 26.000 22.000 7.000 55.000(a) [5 Points℄ Consider �rst the speial ase when all data are between 0 and 1. So youhave a matrix of frational numbers between 0 and 1, and your problem is to round eahfration that is between 0 and 1 to either 0 or 1 without hanging the row or olumnsums. Use a ow omputation to hek if the desired rounding is possible.(b) [5 Points℄ Consider the Census Rounding Problem as de�ned above, where row andolumn sums are integers, and you want to round eah frational number � to eitherb� or d�e. Use a ow omputation to hek if the desired rounding is possible.() [10 Points℄ Prove that the rounding we are looking for in (a) and (b) always exists.
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